Abstract: Industrial automation requires hard real-time delivery of data that can be of periodic or sporadic in nature. It is challenging to ensure hard real-time delivery of periodic and sporadic data to a multi-hop away destination in a bandwidth constrained environment, such as wireless sensor networks. In this regard, research has been done for joint scheduling of periodic and sporadic data delivery using the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. However, delivery to a destination that is multiple hops away has not been handled. Moreover, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard compliance is not fully taken care of. This study proposes a novel communication protocol that is IEEE 802.15.4 standard compliant, for real-time delivery of sporadic and periodic data to a destination that is multiple hops away. Implicit decisions at various nodes result in the minimal increase in the control traffic and reduced energy dissipation. The proposed protocol is tested using the OPNET simulator and the correctness is proven through a multitude of simulation results.
Introduction
There are many applications of wireless sensors in real-time critical environments. These environments include industrial, entertainment, military and medicine to name a few. Wireless sensors can be usefully applied to these time critical environments for sensing, processing and propagation of information. Real-time propagation of data is of the utmost importance in critical industrial environments [1] . Infrastructure-based wireless sensor networks (WSNs) can be deployed in situations where sensors are statically deployed at predetermined positions. This topology is suitable for industrial WSNs. Sensory information in the industries is generated by 'two' types of 'events' [2, 3] : (i) time triggered or periodic events, and (ii) sporadic events. Communication 'tasks' are used for the propagation of sensory information. 'Periodic tasks' are used to propagate sensory information because of 'periodic events'. These 'periodic events' are predictable. Therefore, the periods and the execution times of the 'periodic tasks' can be estimated and schedules for such tasks can be generated offline. 'Sporadic events' are random and unpredictable. These events are usually very important and require urgent attention. It is challenging to handle 'sporadic events' because neither the time of occurrence, nor the reoccurrence of such events is known. Moreover, scheduling sporadic tasks along with 'periodic tasks' requires online modification of the schedule that is computationally infeasible. In the industrial setup, the destination of the sporadic information is usually a fully functional device (FFD) that is also the coordinator of the network. The network is deployed in such a way that the coordinator is at the root of the network topology. The coordinator is the node where the critical decisions based on the 'sporadic events' can be made. Therefore, all of the nodes in the network must send sporadic information that they sense themselves and/or receive from their child nodes to the root of the tree. Totally random and unpredictable events are extremely difficult to handle optimally. However, as defined by Isovic and Fohler [4] , sporadic tasks are 'the tasks that can arrive at the system at arbitrary points in time, but with defined minimum inter-arrival times between 'two' consecutive invocations. A sporadic task T s is characterised by its relative deadline, minimum inter-arrival time and worst-case execution time'. With the help of these parameters, the problem of finding a schedule of 'sporadic tasks' along with 'periodic tasks' becomes possible. To the best of our knowledge, no research has addressed the scheduling of sporadic tasks within an existing periodic schedule in WSNs using the IEEE 802.15.4 standard for end-to-end sporadic packet delivery. Allocating resources for periodic events proactively is useful because such events are to occur regularly. However, such a strategy is wasteful for sporadic events because sporadic events are not regular.
The major contributions of this paper are:
1. An offline resource reservation strategy for scheduling the sporadic tasks using IEEE 802.15.4 standard, such that these resources, do not go wasted and can be used for other purposes in the absence of the sporadic events. 2. A reactive acceptability test for the sporadic events that is used to ensure that the sporadic events are accepted only if these sporadic events meet the criteria set aside to guarantee deadlines.
3. An online guaranteed time slot (GTS) (de)allocation protocol that is used to allocate required resource once a sporadic event is accepted after passing the acceptability test. The event is rejected if it fails the acceptability test. The BI can be divided into an active part and an inactive part. All of the communication among the nodes is done during the active part (also called SuperFrame), whereas nodes go into sleep mode during the inactive part, to save energy. The active part of the BI is further divided into 'two' subperiods: (i) contention access period (CAP) that is for applications requiring best effort services and (ii) contention free period (CFP) that is for time-sensitive applications.
The CFP is composed of the GTS, allocated to individual nodes of the cluster, prior to their use. Owing to being pre-allocated, it can support time-sensitive applications and time guarantees are possible. This coordinated mode is available in the IEEE 802.15.4 standard in a star topology where the cluster head (CH) is the coordinator of cluster. It is the originator of beacons and all of the communications among nodes is through the CH.
The frequency of beacon frames depends on the value of the beacon order (BO). The BI and BO are related according the (1) .
With BO equal to zero, the beacon frames are transmitted every aBaseSuperframeDuration time units. It is also clear that as the BO increases, the size of the BI doubles. Fig. 1 depicts the various parts of the BI.
During the CAP, nodes contend for the channel using carrier sense multiple access/collision avoidance (CSMA/ CA) before they can communicate. This period supports the best effort service. The CFP is for time-sensitive applications where nodes acquire a GTS before they can communicate. The duration of the active period [superframe duration (SD)], within a BI, is determined by the superframe order (SO). The SD and SO are related according to (2) .
where 0 ≤ SO ≤ BO ≤ 14 holds. It is also clear that as the SO increases, the size of the SD doubles. It is noteworthy to mention that the BI and the SD are not interdependent except through the aBaseSperframeDuration. Therefore, a change in the BO does not affect the SD and modification in the SO does not affect the BI. The SD is divided into 16 equal sized slots. The size of 'one' slot is denoted as slotSize.
The slot allocation within the CFP is performed by the CH at the request of a node that intends to use it. At most seven GTS allocations are possible (including the transmit and receive GTSs) and all of these allocations can be in multiples of the basic slot sizes (slotSize). Once allocated to a particular node, only the node that requested the GTS can communicate with the CH during that slot. Each node can have 'two' GTSs at the most, one for transmission (from node to the CH) and the other for reception (from CH to the node). If a node needs to communicate via the GTS, the slot must first be allocated by the CH in response to the 'GTS request' from the requesting node. The GTS is allocated from the CAP. However, according to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, when allocating GTS, CAP should not become zero. A CAP of sufficient size, such that at least 'one' 'GTS request' can be sent to the CH, must be maintained.
The IEEE 802.15.4 standard supports real-time communication between 'two' peers, through the GTS allocation mechanism in the star topology. Koubaa et al. [5] have extended this basic provision through the use of overlapped clusters to provide end-to-end guaranteed communication between a source and a destination that are more than 'one' hop apart. The beacon periods of the overlapping clusters are scheduled in such a way that there is no overlapping of active periods among neighbouring clusters having a shared collision domain. In the resultant schedule, the GTSs are scheduled such that the deadlines of the periodic flows are met. All of the aforementioned is done through the offline scheduling tools. Once the size of the BO, SO and schedule of the GTSs of various clusters is determined, the network nodes allocate GTSs accordingly. Consequently, a guaranteed end-to-end communication is possible. The determination of the SO and the BO depends on the number and parameters (release time, period, deadline and size) of the periodic events. Once the SO is determined and the GTS parameters are calculated offline, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard 'GTS request' primitive is used by the requesting child nodes to receive the GTSs allocated in their parent cluster. After this allocation is done, the remaining part of the superframe that is at least aMinCAPLength is used as CAP for the best effort services.
Scheduling for sporadic and periodic events
Generating a schedule of the periodic events is easy because the release time of every event is known. Similarly, their periods, deadlines and execution times are also known. With this information in hand, offline schedules (also regarded as static schedules) can be generated using any of the well-known scheduling techniques. Since deterministic scheduling is possible offline, no scheduling decision is left until runtime. Offline scheduling of sporadic events is impossible because their release times and periods are unknown. Unless an event is actually released, we cannot schedule it. However, if the complete load of scheduling is left until release time of sporadic event, then the scheduling itself becomes computationally complex (because of complicated scheduling decisions).
By combining the offline and online scheduling techniques, sporadic events can be handled. The idea is to generate an offline GTS schedule of periodic events (for IEEE 802.15.4 standard), whereby extra space for the sporadic events is kept in the CAP for sporadic events proactively. In the absence of any sporadic events, the extra space can be used for best effort services. When sporadic event occurs, the GTSs can be reactively allocated from this extra space of the CAP.
Offline scheduling for periodic and sporadic tasks
Scheduling of the completely random sporadic events is impossible because there is no associated release time and period. However, as suggested by Isovic and Fohler [4, 6] , periodic reservation tasks with parameters equal to worst-case parameters of sporadic tasks, can be used to represent the sporadic tasks and can be used for scheduling. Space requirement of these proxy tasks can be calculated. In the context of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, the space is kept in CAP. While calculating CAP of any cluster, IEEE 802.15.4 standard imposes the condition that CAPlength ≥ aMinCAPLength. To handle sporadic events, there will be enough spare capacity (SC) in the CAP for guaranteed, reactive/instantaneous allocation of desired GTS slots. The condition for CAP calculation is therefore modified to (3).
Where λ j is the SC requirement of cluster j calculated on the basis of all of the sporadic events that are expected to occur on any of the downstream nodes of the node which is the head of cluster j. Fig. 2a represents the CAP inflation. In Fig. 2a , 'New CAP Length' meets the condition of (3). Consequently, the online 'GTS request' for sporadic data will never fail. During offline scheduling, the required size of the CAP for a particular cluster is therefore variable depending on the SC requirement of the cluster. The SC calculation results in the SC requirement matrix S. In matrix S, row headings represent all nodes within the network and column headings represent routers. The value of the element S i,j of the matrix is the slot requirement of router j because of the traffic from node i. To get the total bandwidth requirement of a particular router, all of the elements of a column under that router number are added together.
The selection of a node as the source of sporadic events adds to the space requirement of all the nodes of the branch from itself to the root node (the sink). Therefore, (4) gives us the total SC requirement in the number of time slots, S i,j , of any cluster R j (column headers of matrix) because of a sporadic event which is expected to occur at node i (row headers of matrix).
where slotSize = SD/16. Therefore, using the sporadic events as shown in Fig. 3 , the value of the matrix S i,j is as shown in the matrix given in Table 2 . Summing up the columns of the matrix S and taking slotSize equal to 'one', gives us the value of l j for a particular router, as given in (5).
While calculating the BO for the network and the SO for the individual clusters, the variable CAPlength values based on (3) are used. The result is a multicluster schedule with each of the cluster having adequate capacity in the CAPs to accommodate sporadic tasks. The generated schedule is such that if each of the nodes goes on transmitting the sporadic data to its parent, then it will reach the destination, the root, at or before the deadline. 3.1.1 Offline laxity calculation: The deadline (d e2e ) is the value that is provided to the offline scheduler along with the sporadic task parameters. This is the time before which the event data must reach the root node (R1). If the set of tasks (periodic and sporadic) is feasible, then the scheduler succeeds in generating a schedule. When the schedule is followed by the nodes the relevant data can reach the destination node on or before the deadline. The delay e2e denotes effective time at which the event data will actually arrive at the destination, calculated as a result of the offline scheduling. Therefore, for a feasible schedule, the difference between d e2e and delay e2e , as given in (6), must be greater than or equal to zero. The value of this difference is a measure of how much can the schedule of a sporadic event be delayed still meeting the deadline and is termed as the 'laxity' of the schedule. Laxity = d e 2 e − delay e 2 e (6)
The value of the 'laxity' is provided to the online scheduler along with other parameters. When the sporadic event occurs, the value of 'laxity' is used (by online scheduler) to perform acceptability test to determine whether the event should be accepted or not, as can be seen in Section 3.2.2.
Online GTS scheduling for sporadic tasks using CAP
The offline schedule, generated proactively, guarantees the deadlines for periodic events. It will also guarantee the deadline for sporadic events if the sporadic events do not violate the parameters, such as maximum frequency which was provided while generating the offline schedule. For periodic schedule, the GTSs are allocated before the start time of the periodic flows and remain allocated until the end time of the flows. For sporadic events, GTSs are required only instantaneously. Therefore, we allocate GTSs only for a single BI. The CAP is sufficiently large to accommodate as many sporadic tasks as were scheduled during the offline schedule generation. The benefit of keeping it in the CAP is the improvement of the response times of the best effort service of the network in the absence of sporadic events.
To ensure that the implicit guarantee offered by offline scheduler remains intact, a synchronised allocation of GTSs throughout the intervening cluster is needed. This requires a GTS allocation protocol that is invoked after the sporadic event is accepted. Therefore, a novel protocol is proposed as the major contribution of this paper as reported in Section 3.2.1.
Dynamic inflation implicit deflation protocol:
Consider the tree topologies as shown in Fig. 3 . This is a personal area network (PAN) of overlapping clusters. Every node acts as a child as well as a CH. The leaf nodes act as children only and the root acts as a CH only. The root of the tree that synchronises the overall activities of the network, is called the PAN coordinator (PC). When a sporadic event occurs at a node, the data associated must reach PC (also the sink for sporadic data). According to this topology, if every node of all of the intervening clusters goes on delivering data to its parent CH, the data will ultimately reach PC, the root node. However, according to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, prior to sending data to its parent, a node has to allocate a slot in the CFP by sending 'GTS request' to its CH. The CH checks to see the following conditions:
1. Sufficient space is available in the CAP slot to allocate the desired GTS. 2. Requesting node is not already allocated to a GTS. 3. The total number of slots allocated in the cluster is less than seven.
If CH finds that any of the conditions cannot be met, then it denies the 'GTS request'. In case, if the SC has been allocated according to (3) , then Condition 1 will always be met because the CAP of adequate size was allocated to ensure that the GTS www.ietdl.org allocation is success. For the case when the standard denies the allocation because of the non-fulfillment of Condition 2, we propose a GTS inflation protocol. The proposal helps to handle the sporadic events that require instantaneous space in the GTS slot to carry the sporadic data. This proposed protocol is defined in Algorithm 1 (see Fig. 4 ). Accordingly, if a CH receives a 'GTS request' from a child node and the requesting node is already allocated a slot in the BI (Condition 2 is not met), then instead of denying the request, the existing GTS is inflated according to the space requested. The new adjusted schedule is sent in the forthcoming beacon frame. This fresh GTS allocation takes space from the SC of the CAP ensured during offline scheduling. If the sporadic traffic complies with the specifications that were provided to the offline scheduler, then it is an implicit guarantee that the CH will always find the required space in the CAP slot and Condition 1 will always be met.
In case of inflation, if there are any slots prior to the slot being inflated, then such slots will be shifted back in time as can be seen in Fig. 2b taking space from the spare capacity of the CAP, so that the sleep period length is not affected. Therefore, the transmission that was taking place during these shifted slots will complete earlier in time after inflation.
For the end-to-end sporadic information propagation, the protocol needs to handle the traversal of the overlapping clusters. Since the PC is considered as the sink of sporadic data; therefore, when an intermediate CH receives a 'GTS request' for a sporadic GTS, it allocates a GTS to the requesting node and in addition it enques a 'GTS request', implicitly, for its parent node (CH p ) (also the CH of another cluster). This happens at a time when CH p is sleeping. When CH p wakes up, it immediately receives the enqued 'GTS request'. Fig. 5 shows the occurrence of a sporadic event at tag Ⓐ. An explicit 'GTS request' is generated at tag Ⓑ. Every receiver of the 'GTS request' sends an implicit 'GTS request' to the parent, as shown at tag Ⓒ. This happens until the receiver of the 'GTS request' is the root (the sink of sporadic data) that stops the implicit 'GTS request' generation. In this way, every intermediate node that sends the 'GTS request', gets a GTS in the forthcoming beacon for the transmission of sporadic data. Every sporadic 'GTS request' is guaranteed to get the required GTS because enough resources (in the form of SC) were allocated when the offline schedule was generated. As a result of this guaranteed GTS allocation, nodes can send sporadic data during, the desired, allocated slots. This upstream data propagation ends at PC as is shown via tag Ⓒ. We must recall that the PC is the sink of the sporadic data.
Reactive inflation and implicit deflation of GTS: If a CH receives a GTS request from a node that already owns a GTS (slot with double hatching can be seen in Fig. 6 ), then the CH will 'inflate' that slot as described earlier. If a request is received from a node that does not already own a GTS, then the CH will 'allocate' a new GTS for it. This sporadic allocation/inflation is done for a single BI only. It is implicitly deallocated/deflated thereafter. This necessitates that the sporadic data, for which this request was generated, will be forwarded to the CH using this allocated/inflated GTS in the forthcoming BI. According to our proposal, for the deallocation/deflation of this slot, the CH does not wait for the deallocation request from the child node and the CH deallocates/deflates the inflated slot implicitly. The child node does not need to send the deallocation request and it implicitly considers the GTS deallocated/deflated in the next beacon. Owing to these implicit decisions, the control traffic is kept limited only to the 'GTS request'. Figs. 6a and b show this elastic allocation where at tag Ⓐ events occur. At tag Ⓑ, a Request is sent to the parent. The inflation/allocation response is received through a beacon frame at tag Ⓒ and finally, sporadic data are transmitted through allocated/inflated slot at tag Ⓓ. Tag Ⓔ represents the implicitly deallocated/deflated slot. Whenever another sporadic event occurs, this reactive allocation/implicit deallocation mechanism is repeated.
Online acceptance test:
When a sporadic event occurs, it is to be determined whether it must be accepted or not. From [7] , we already know that the command frames (e.g. GTS requests) are transmitted between the 'two' nodes during the CAP period. Therefore, if the event occurs during the CAP period, then an associated 'GTS request' will be sent to the CH during the CAP of the ongoing BI see (tag Ⓐ in Fig. 5a ). However, if the event occurs at a time when the CAP of the period has already passed (that means the event occurred at any time other than the CAP), then the relevant 'GTS request' can only be sent in the CAP of the forthcoming BI (see tag Ⓑ Fig. 5b) . The offline calculation of the schedule parameters is such that if a 'GTS request' is sent in the same BI in which the sporadic event occurs, then the sporadic task is guaranteed to meet the deadline. In the other case (when the 'GTS request' can only be sent during the CAP of forthcoming beacon period), 'laxity' as defined in (6) , is used to determine whether the deadline will still be met or otherwise. In light of the aforementioned, to make that decision, we have the following information in hand: (i) the current state (CAP, GTS or sleep period) of the superframe of IEEE 802.15.4 standard and (ii) the 'laxity' of the relevant cluster. With the help of this information we define an acceptance test as follows x= 0, if (StartOfCurrentGTS−t e )≥l GTSRequest ORlaxity.=BI 1, otherwise where t e is the time at which sporadic event occurred and x is a binary decision variable that equals 'zero' if there is enough time in the current CAP to transmit the 'GTS request' and 'one', otherwise. The value of the x tells us whether the delay of 'one' BI is acceptable or not. If the x is equal to 'one', the deadline can still be met and the sporadic task is accepted, otherwise it is rejected.
Compatibility with IEEE 802.15.standard and implementation issues
The implementation of the dynamic inflation implicit deflation (DIID) protocol requires modifications in the data structures of IEEE 802.15.4 standard. While suggesting these modifications, care has been taken not to compromise the IEEE 802.15.4 standard compatibility. In this respect, the GTS request format and the Beacon format must be modified.
The GTS request for a sporadic allocation has to be differentiated from the regular GTS request. For this purpose, a technique similar to the one used by Koubaa et al. [8] is used that keeps the IEEE 802.15.4 standard compatibility intact. The sixth bit of the GTS request is adapted as the Allocation Type bit to indicate that it is a sporadic GTS allocation request, as shown in Fig. 8a . A 'one' in the bit indicates a sporadic GTS allocation request and as a result it can invoke the DIID allocation protocol that can inflate the existing GTSs if these are already allocated.
Similarly, the beacon frame that informs the cluster children about the GTS allocations must carry the information about which of the GTS slots are inflated so that the implicit deallocation can be invoked at the child nodes. For this purpose, the reserved bit 3 (as shown in Fig. 8b ) in the standard GTS specification field of the beacon frame is adapted as Inflation Flag to indicate that one or more of the GTSs in the GTS Descriptor List is inflated and also that there is an additional element at the tail of GTS list as shown in Fig. 8c . This element does not contain the GTS Descriptor but it contains the bit map. Each bit of the bit map indicates which of the GTSs in the GTS Descriptor List are inflated. The number of the valid bits in this bit map and the number of GTS Descriptors in the GTS Descriptor List is specified by the GTS Descriptor Count. Therefore, the GTS Descriptor Count does not include the extra element at the tail of the GTS Descriptor List if the Inflation Flag is set. 
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With these modifications, the node implementing DIID can accept the Beacon and 'GTS request' frames generated by non-DIID nodes to ensure compliance.
Quantification of energy dissipation
Network topology, depth of tree, the number of children at each node (that is limited to 'seven'), the number of periodic events, the number of sporadic events, the positions where these events occur are the factors affecting energy dissipation. Based on these factors, the parameters that affect the energy dissipation of the WSN can be divided into two categories: (i) energy increase because of change in the offline schedule; (ii) energy increase because of increase in reactive control traffic. The GTS mechanism of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is supported only in a cluster tree topology that is a special form of peer-to-peer topology. Therefore, only cluster tree topology will be considered while discussing energy dissipation.
Energy increase because of change in offline schedule
Equation (4) gives the sporadic slots required at a particular node because of sporadic events. Closer to the root node, the sporadic slot requirement and the 'CAP' size is the largest. This is because all of the sporadic packets are targeted to the root. Therefore, the energy dissipation of the 'Root' is the highest. It was supposed that a sporadic packet can be accommodated within one time slotSize. Therefore, (7) gives the energy requirement at a particular node j because of the sporadic slots.
where E s represents the sporadic energy at node j and E slot is the energy dissipated in one slot. Koubaa et al. [9] have modelled a cluster tree and those interested in the energy calculation for sporadic events can revert to the paper for further guidance.
Energy increase because of increase in reactive control traffic
Owing to implicit deallocation, no deallocation request is generated. Therefore, the energy consumption per sporadic event is limited by the number of clusters traversed as: E c = E GTSReq *N cl , where E c is energy because of control traffic, N cl is the number of clusters traversed and E GTSReq is the energy required to transmit 'one' GTS request. Therefore, the difference of energy between the run of simulation with no sporadic task and another with sporadic tasks occurring is very small as: E ts = E c × N SE , where E ts is the extra energy dissipation because of the increase in the control traffic for sporadic events, and N SE is the number of sporadic events.
Comparative study and simulation results
The proposals given in the paper is implemented in OPNET and results are collected to verify correctness of proposed protocol. A network of '14' nodes is simulated. It contains 'six' routers (R1-R6) and 'eight' end nodes (N7-N14). The nodes are arranged in six clusters. The clusters overlap with each other as shown in Fig. 6a and are arranged in a tree as shown in Fig. 6b . Each cluster is headed by a router. Clusters are named after their heads (clusters 1-6). Periodic events flow from any node to any other node. Using the offline scheduler, a 'feasible' set, f = {p, s}, of 'two' types of events p and s are chosen for simulation. Therefore, p is a set of 'two' periodic flows {Flow1, Flow2}. Events from node N14 constitute Flow 1, having a destination of node N10. Flow 2 consists of periodic packets from nodes N11, and R5 towards R6. The parameters of periodic flows are shown in Table 3 (a). On the other hand, s is a set of 'four' nodes (R2, R3, R4 and N10) that generate sporadic events. The sporadic data are destined for R1 that is the root of the corresponding tree. Parameters of the sporadic event used for offline scheduling purpose are shown in Table 3 (b).
The offline scheduler generates another set of parameters that is used for simulation. The new set of parameters is shown in Table 4 . For the feasible set, f, of events, Table 4 shows the values of BO and SO for each of the cluster. The CAP length is such that it has enough spare capacity for the sporadic events whenever these occur. The 'Length' column has two comma separated values. The first is the GTS www.ietdl.org allocated for a particular node (given under 'device' column) for the periodic flow propagation. These are the GTSs allocated during convergence period before start of the periodic data communication.
The second value, after comma, is the GTS that can be allocated at the occurrence of a sporadic event. The GTS will take space from the CAP.
During simulations, the time taken by each type of data (because of periodic or sporadic events) to reach the destination was recorded and compared with the respective deadline. Fig. 7a shows that all of the periodic tasks and all of the sporadic tasks completed before the deadlines. A small horizontal line at the top of each of the vertical bar represents the deadline and the height of each of the bar represents the effective delay. The left side of the figure shows the periodic tasks and the right side of the figure shows the sporadic tasks. It is to be noted that the effective delay remains unaltered in the presence and absence of sporadic tasks. This is because the sporadic tasks are scheduled in the SC and the periodic schedule is not disturbed as expected. In another study, the increase in the battery consumption between the two 'runs' (with and without the sporadic events) was computed. Bars in Fig. 7b show that with the increase of about 1 J, 44 sporadic events reached the destination. This happened in the presence of about 120 periodic events that did not faulter on the deadlines.
The increase in the battery consumption is due to two reasons: (i) transmission of control packets that were generated online for sporadic allocation, and (ii) propagation of sporadic data packets. Owing to the implicit decision making, transmission of the control packets was limited to one packet per sporadic event per hop. Consequently, the increase in energy consumption because of handling of sporadic packets was minimal. Table 5 gives an overview of the features of various protocols that are studied for the comparison purpose.
From Table 5 , it can be seen that no other protocol provides end-to-end protocol that can handle periodic and sporadic event propagation with hard real-time guarantees in WSN using the IEEE 802.15.4 standard across multiple hops. Simulation results prove that DIID provides such guarantees and meets the deadlines for accepted sporadic tasks along with periodic tasks that was the initial claim of this paper.
Related work
The IEEE 802.15.4 standard [7] provides a contention-free GTS allocation mechanism for intra-cluster real-time data propagation. For the end-to-end periodic data transmission (where source and destination are many hops away) schemes, such as proposed by Koubaa et al. [5] , have been proposed. Similarly, for periodic scheduling, Hanzalek and Jurcik [10] have presented a mechanism for the cluster-based cyclic scheduling of WSNs. In the iGAME, Koubaa et al. [8] have proposed techniques for the implicit scheduling of resources to share the allocated resources (communication bandwidth) among various nodes. All of these techniques deal with the scheduling of the periodic events.
In the real-time community, a number of research works have dealt with the sporadic tasks by treating these as periodic tasks. Isovic and Fohler [4, 6, 12] have worked on the combined offline and online ways for efficient scheduling of real-time tasks. Theis and Fohler [15] have also developed a technique to convert the sporadic task parameters into periodic reservation tasks. Audsley et al. [16] have proposed the allocation of SC, while generating an offline schedule. This SC is used for the online scheduling of sporadic tasks when they actually occur. In [17] , Kim et al. have proposed a generic method for combined scheduling of periodic, sporadic and best effort services. All of these research works are non-IEEE 802.15.4 standard compliant. Koubaa et al. [5] have suggested an improvement in the CSMA/CA mechanism of IEEE 802.15.4 standard for urgent packet, such as 'GTS request' delivery during the contention period. This is not an 15 .4 standard to handle three ways to handle sporadic data. The proposal is to transmit sporadic data in CAP, CFP and sleep periods. It also does not talk about multicluster issues. Moreover, because of the GTS tailing, it cannot be applied to the clusters which partially overlap. Kim et al. [11] and Kim and Choi [19] propose a non-standard protocol for channel access that cannot be used in a multicluster tree network.
Other works, such as Koubaa et al. [5] and Yoo et al. [20] have proposed a prioritised channel access mechanism with careful modifications in the CSMA/CA parameters not to lose compatibility with IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Anastasi et al. [21] have analysed that by the careful adjustment of the CSMA/CA parameters guarantees of up to 100% are possible for the prioritised packet delivery. Anastasi et al. [14] also shows the impact on the reliable delivery using static CSMA/CA parameters and suggest that the dynamic tuning of such parameters will further improve the reliability.
The WSN nodes are battery operated. Therefore energy preservation must be of concern while proposing any strategy for a WSN [22] [23] [24] . For periodic scheduling, such minimisation techniques have been employed by Hanzalek and Jurcik [10] by developing the time division cluster scheduling (TDCS) tool. The TDCS is developed in Matlab by posing the scheduling problem as an optimisation problem to a mathematical tool GNU liner programing kit [25] , whereby the sleep period is maximised to save energy, and the time to reach the destination is minimised to meet the deadline.
By the combination of offline and online scheduling techniques, we can guarantee the timely delivery of the sporadic along with the periodic events. The offline schedule generates the system parameters, employing TDCS [10] , such that CAP of appropriate size is available, to be utilised at the time of need by the online scheduler. When a sporadic event occurs, the online scheduler on the end node requests the CH to allocate resources and make room for it in the GTS block of the forthcoming beacon period. The allocated resources are then used to carry the data in a real-time manner.
Conclusions and future work
We have presented a new GTS allocation protocol, DIID, where the network can be configured to handle sporadic as well as periodic events. With the use of an implicit decision used in deallocation/deflation of dynamically allocated GTS slots, the control traffic is kept low resulting in low battery consumption. By offline scheduling of sporadic events, the sensor nodes are offloaded from the dynamic scheduling. Similarly, with the offline laxity calculation, the online acceptance test is reduced to a very simple test on a Boolean variable.
A further improvement of our protocol to be investigated is the cyclic sporadic flow handling, where the sporadic data are large enough that it cannot be accommodated within GTS of a single BI. We also envision an extension of this work, which will include a WSN with non-root destinations. 
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